The tearing and healing of a one-dimensional crack in a solid, in the presence of external tectonic forces, pre-stress, static friction, cohesion and dynamic friction is investigated. It is found that cohesive forces have a strong influence on the velocity of rupture; the velocity of rupture is always less than or equal to the velocity of sound. The extension of the crack ceases either when the crack enters a region with too high a cohesive force or when the difference between the tectonic stress and the dynamical shear stress becomes negative over a substantial region of space. For one simple model, a high displacement, high energy release event has been found, while in another model of the same fault length, a low displacement, low energy release event with the same stress drop takes place; the difference between the two models is in the mode of healing, and, in particular, whether the fault breaks out at the free surface of the Earth.
Introduction
Discussions of the nature of the dynamical process of rupture in solids usually centre on the shear fracture of previously unfractured materials (Kostrov 1964; Broberg 1960; Kostrov & Nikitin 1967 , 1970 . To study the problem of the propagation of a tear on an earthquake fault during an earthquake, it is undoubtedly more appropriate to study the dynamics of fracture on a pre-existing fracture surface in a solid. We can imagine that an earthquake fault is prevented from moving by the presence of a static shear friction along the fault. The normal forces which keep the two blocks which abut the fault closed are derived from hydrostatic stresses, or some approximation thereto. The static shear friction is the product of the normal stress and the coefficient of static friction. While rupture is in progress, the motion is inhibited by the presence of a dynamic friction, which is less than the static friction. Only Burridge & Halliday (1971) have considered the effect of friction on the process of rupture on a pre-existing fault in a continuum. The examples in the literature show that the mathematical problems describing the tearing of a crack in a continuum are exceedingly complex.
The difficulty with models of tearing of a continuum is that a singularity of stress is found in the vicinity of the crack tip, varying as r-112 with distance r from the tip. This singularity would appear to endow an advancing crack with the ability to overwhelm the finite breaking strength of the material in front of the crack; if this is indeed the case, then the static friction or breaking strength can have no influence whatever on the speed of rupture. This conclusion has been reached by Burridge & Halliday. A remarkable diversity of opinion exists in the literature concerning the appropriate treatment of this singularity. Some authors moderate the effect of the singularity in stress by introducing an ancillary notion, such as a zone of plastic deformation surrounding the crack tip (Kostrov 1964; Dugdale 1960) , or a finite crack thickness which effectively blunts the crack tip, at least in the static case (Griffiths 1920; Starr 1928) . Burridge & Halliday take the implications of the singularity at face value, and find that static friction influences the propagation of cracks only at the moment of onset of fracture, when the nucleation of the crack occurs. Barenblatt (1962) proposed that cohesive forces play an important role in the description of the stress field in the neighbourhood of the crack tip. In Barenblatt's model, a transition zone exists between the unfractured part of a crystal and the fractured part; in this transition zone, the bonds holding atoms together steadily weaken between the fractured and unfractured parts ( Fig. l(a) ). On a macroscopic basis, an impulse of force is found, spread over the interval of the transition zone, since a stress gradient is a force density and the transition connects two regions each of uniform stress ( Fig. l(b) ). The consequence of Barenblatt's model is that the stress exterior to the crack falls off as r1/2 instead of as r-1/2 in the Griffith model. Thus the cohesive forces may be imagined to have introduced a stress singularity at the crack tip which varies as r-112 and which is perfectly adjusted to cancel the singularity resulting from the relief of the prestress by the fracture. The problems of the mathematical theory of the propagation of cracks, whether in the presence of a pre-existing fault or not, seem to be complicated by the presence of some mathematical features which would appear to obscure the physical processes which govern the process of tearing. We believe the physical processes are rather simple and we have sought for a way to strip off the baroque mathematics to lay bare the physics beneath. Much of the complex mathematics of the dynamics of rupture of a fault in a continuum appears to be associated with the two-or three-dimensionality of the continuum. Accordingly, we investigate below the properties of the tearing of a one-dimensional continuous system in which friction plays a prominent role.
We have found that, although the mathematics of the one-dimensional dynamical crack analogue with friction is much simpler than the other cases, additional arguments must be presented to avoid the pitfall of merely postulating a differential equation and proceeding to its solution. The reasons for this would seem to be that, although our familiarity with the nature of the influence of friction is large when we study the motion of discrete particles, our intuition is not as strong when we consider the case of the continuum.
One way to approach the problem of the one-dimensional continuum is to consider it as the limiting case of the problem of the one-dimensional discrete array, with the limit being taken as the particle spacing vanishes. The discrete array has been considered by Burridge & Knopoff (1967) and many of the features of focal processes are reproduced in their description of the faulting in such a medium. It is not our intention to consider the dynamical fracture criterion from the point of view of atomic processes, although such criteria are certainly of interest to metallurgists et al. Instead we use the continuum limit of the discrete array to derive a suitable set of differential equations and edge conditions.
In this paper, we propose to consider in detail the role of friction in formulating a reasonable fracture criterion at the crack tip. We will show that the continuum limit of the discrete one-dimensional array can lead to a result which is physically reasonable in the role it assigns to static friction if cohesive forces are taken into account. This will not involve us with ad hoc remedies or particular microscopic models of fracture in the construction of the continuum equations. As a result, it will be found that, in fact, the cohesion acts with singular strength at the crack tip as the tip moves along a continuous fault. A fracture criterion, or edge condition, w i l l be derived which we believe to be compatible with the microscopic fracture mechanisms listed above.
The discrete onedimensional fault
Suppose the particles in a discrete array have mass M and are separated one from another by a distance a; each is coupled to its nearest neighbours by linear springs with force constant k. The left-most particle, or particle number one, is attached by such a spring to a rigid wall, and the entire semi-infinite array rests on a rigid substrate (see Fig. 2 where Un is the displacement of the nth particle relative to its initial position. Suppose that the first particle is about to rupture (TI = B1) at time t = 0, and that thereafter it moves to the right until (a) it causes the next particle to rupture, or, failing that, (b) it comes to rest and is again frozen in place by static friction. If the tectonic forces Tn are sufficiently large relative to the breaking strengths Bn, a cascading sequence of ruptures can result which can be likened in a natural way with the propagation of a continuous crack.
We wish to describe the continuum limit of this model, by which we mean, a dynamical description in terms of the continuous variable x, the distance along the fault, as the separation a between the discrete particles approaches zero. In this limit, the local displacements Un(t) may be replaced by a function U(x, t ) of two continuous variables. We scale the masses and spring constants as M = pa, k = p/a in such a way that the quantities p(x) and p(x) remain finite. These two quantities are of course the mass density and the elastic modulus. Finally, since we want finite force densities (' stresses '), the quantities Tn and D , are scaled so that for some function f ( x ) , usually called the stress drop,
In the limit a + 0, the equations resulting from a division of the equations of (2.2) for p independent of x. The subscripts t and x denote the corresponding partial derivatives. We recognize this result as the one-dimensional wave equation, with characteristic velocity c = (p/p)lI2. In view of the subsequent discussion, it is important to note that the quantity U(x, t ) is not the usual particle displacement in the elastic wave equation; instead it is the jump in the displacement across the two walls of the crack.
A dimensional analysis of the terms in equation (2.2) shows that the terms pUxx and f are stresses. In the usual wave equation in three dimensions, which would formally look like equation (2.2) even though the wave function is presumed to be a function of only one co-ordinate (x) and time (t), the terms pUxx and f are stress gradients. This anomaly is evidently due to the fact that we are describing the motion of a thin chain. Thus we see that the quantity pUxx must be used to compute the stress drop in the case of the linear chain.
This seemingly disturbing feature of the calculation can be made more understandable if we imagine the chain to have a unit width in the fault plane, perpendicular to the direction of motion of the particles. Equation (2.2) still holds, but now the quantity pUzx becomes a stress gradient since p takes on the normal role of a shear modulus. The quantityfnow becomes a stress drop per unit width of fault. Hence pUxx is the correct operation to obtain the stress drop, in the case of the linear chain, or the stress drop per unit width of fault in the two-dimensional problem constrained so that motion takes place in one direction. We have replaced the seeming logical inconsistency by a physical one: by making the fault surface a plane, or strip of unit width, and requiring that all points in the plane with the same co-ordinate x move in the same way, we require that an infinite rupture velocity be present in the fault plane in the direction of the dimension of unit width. A more realistic problem cannot be one-dimensional.
As may have been expected, the breaking strength Bn or its scaling as a --t 0, does not appear explicitly in the equation of rupture (2.2). This is reasonable since the breaking strength affects only the condition of tearing at the crack tip, if at all, and not the subsequent history of relative motion of the crack where the dynamical friction is important. The question of the scaling of Bn as a --+ 0 is a point of some delicacy. As the development in the next section will show, B, does not become a force density in the continuum limit, for the simple reason that it acts at a single point, namely the crack tip, and is therefore distinguishable on dimensional grounds from motion (2.1) by a may be replaced by
by guest on January 21, 2016 http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from the other forces in the discrete theory. If the Burridge-Halliday model is appropriate, the strength of the singular force is zero; on the other hand, if cohesive forces on pre-existing cracks play much the same role as they do for the fracture of fresh material, the strength of the singularity is not zero.
. The edge condition
In this section, we determine how and whether static friction acts upon a continuous system, and derive a fracture criterion which governs the rupture velocity in our unilateral, one dimensional fault. Some unavoidable complexities arise in the twoand three-dimensional cases which will amply justify our investigation of the simple one-dimensional model. We draw upon the method of Courant & Friedrichs (1948) who used the basic conservation laws to determine the physical conditions which arise in the neighbourhood of moving discontinuities. We propose to follow the method of Courant and Friedrichs with the modification that we investigate continuity of momentum across the tearing edge for the discrete case before proceeding to the limit of the continuum.
Let the nth particle begin to move at time t. As the particle spacing a approaches zero, n increases so that nu + [ ( t ) for the continuum. Suppose that, at a slightly later time t + At, the (n +m)th particle has just begun to move. As a + 0, m also increases to infinity. When At is small enough, we can write
where [ ( t ) is the co-ordinate of the tearing edge at the time t, by using the average time interval between successive ruptures, 8t = Atlm, and setting #8t = u. We anticipate that we shall take the continuum limit a + 0, followed by the independent limit At --r 0.
Restricting our attention to the subsystem consisting only of particles n, n +1, . . ., n+m, the total change in momentum AP of this subsystem during the interval (t, t + At) is found to be
where U j is the velocity of particlej, since all the particles in the subset are at rest at time t. Replacing M by pa = pAx, this sum becomes an integral in the continuum limit: AP ='('jdl'pUt(x, ? + A t ) dx. '(0 For At small, the integral can be approximated as
(3 * 2) In this approximation we have used the value of the integrand at the lower limit x = [ ( t ) , since we can anticipate the possibility of a discontinuity of Ut(x, t + A t ) at the crack tip x = [(t + At).
We invoke Newton's law in the form
where the force F is the sum of all external forces acting on the subsystem during the time interval (t, t + A t ) ; we then take the limit u + 0. The contributions to F fall naturally into three categories, which need to be discussed separately.
The first contribution, FI, is that of the left-most spring acting on the subsystem; the influence of this force is felt throughout the interval (t, t + A t ) . In the discrete case this is F1 = k[Un-l(7)-Un(7)], t < T < ? + A t .
(3 *4)
The corresponding contribution to the right-hand side of equation (3.3) in the continuum is then
We have once again chosen an approximation to the integral which avoids a possible discontinuity of the first partial derivatives of U at the crack tip. Another contribution, Fz, is made up of the driving forces Tj-Dj on the particles of the subsystem j = n, n + 1, . . ., n + m subsequent to rupture. The jth particle ruptures at time t +(j-n) St, and is driven by the constant external force Tj-Dj from that time until the end of the time interval t + At. If At is sufficiently small that the physical properties of the fault do not vary fromj = n t o j = n+m, we can approximate each of these forces by the single term T n -Dn. The contribution to Newton's law, equation ( as At -+ 0, since we shall retain only first order terms. The last contribution, F3 must be treated with great delicacy for it is here that breaking strength or the static friction must enter our discussion. F3 arises from the force exerted by the substrate to resist each successive rupture. The jth particle ruptures at time t + ( j -n ) at, (j = n, n + l , . . ., n+m) and, accelerating from rest, compresses the spring between it and the (j+l)st particle. The (j+l)st particle, already subject to the tectonic force Tu+1), receives an additional spring force equal to kUj(r). The bond between the substrate and particle ( j + l ) supplies a resistance (oppositely directed force) equal in magnitude to Tu+l) initially; this increases to T0+1) +kUj(r) = Bu+1) at time t + ( j -n + l ) St; at the latter instant, rupture of the ( j + 1)th particle occurs.
The force in the spring which connects thejth and (j+ 1)th particles is just -kUj (7) in the time interval between the onset of motion of the two particles. This force is zero at the beginning of the interval and is Tu+l)-Bu+l) at the end of the interval. The duration of the interval is 6t. Here we assume, as in the case of equation (2.2) , that the threshold static friction is Bu+1) until the moment of rupture and, immediately after this instant, the frictional force is Du+l); other models of the transition (in time) from static friction to dynamic friction are possible. The general behaviour of the force in the connecting spring is depicted in Fig. 3 . The integral of this force is -p(Bj+l-Tj+l) at, for some constant p, 0 < p c 1. No matter how small a is, it is unreasonable that p should assume either of the two extreme values: if p = 0, then the jth particle does not move until the critical instant for the ( j + 1)st particle, while if p = 1, the jth particle reaches its terminal displacement at the instant of rupture. The contribution of each of the forces in the succession of springs connecting , kUi,j=n, ..,ntm where once again, we have assumed (Bj, q) constant across the subset of particles.
We can now pass easily to the limit a + 0. We set P(Bn-Tn) = g(na). Below we comment on the differences in the scaling of the forces (B,-Tn) and (Tn -Dn). The continuum limit of the contribution from (3.8) is then ' 7 F 3 d7 = -g(((t)) At.
(3.9) t We collect the contributions (3.2) (3.5) and (3.9). Newton's law (3.3) gives us
pUt(((t), t + A t ) {(t) At = -pUz(((t), t + A t ) At-g(((t)) At. (3.10)
As At + 0, we obtain the following edge condition:
(3.11)
CL
where the symbol [(t)-implies that the x is located infinitesimally to the left of the crack tip ((t).
There are some remarks that should be made here which are of particular importance in view of equation (3.11). Let us define the notion of a jump discontinuity Using the fact that (d/dx) F(x) = [F(x)] S(X-XO) at a point of discontinuity x = xo, we see that (3.12) and (3.14) imply the existence of a point force (i.e. a delta function source) at x = ( ( t ) in the wave equation (2.2); the strength of this source is proportional to g(((t)). Thus the effect of the breaking strength is a singular one, as noted above.
From the discussion relative to equations (2.2) and (3.9) we see that the force T n -D n in the discrete case becomes the quantity uf(x) in the limit as u + 0 while the force, Bn-Tn in the discrete case becomes the quantity (l/p) g(x) in the limit as a + 0. Thus the two types of forces have different limits; the first becomes the body force densityf, i.e. a one-dimensional stress, while the second remains a force g (i.e. product of stress and length). Hence the effect of the static friction is to produce a singular term in the stress gradient in the differential equation (2.2) with the singularity at the tearing edge. The singularity can be deleted from the differential equation and reintroduced in the boundary condition (3.12). We note that the r-112 singularities found in the two-dimensional case do not arise in the one-dimensional problem ; these terms now act as delta functions at the crack tip. The boundary condition (3.12) is our fracture criterion. Our fracture criterion is, in fact, the counterpart, for the dynamical problem in one-dimension, of the model of cohesion described by Barenblatt, but in this case applied to the problem of a pre-existing crack. In contrast to Barenblatt's treatment, we have taken the cohesive forces to be zero outside an infinitesimal region in the vicinity of the tip of the crack. Because of this latter assumption the mathematics has been simplified over that which we might expect in the case of cohesive forces distributed over a finite interval; we do not believe that this assumption limits the extent of the inferences we can draw from the theory. Thus the properties of the static friction in the discrete case, taken to the continuum limit, can now be described as having two parts: one is the ordinary static friction to be observed in the unfaulted region far from the crack tip and the other is the singular cohesive force at the crack tip. Although both properties are manifestations of the same physical process namely the static friction, we refer to them separately since they act differently on the dynamics of the crack. In fact, the friction in the unfaulted region has no influence on the rupture dynamics of the one-dimensional crack; thus it suffices henceforth to discuss only the cohesion as the only aspect of the static friction pertinent to this problem. In the subsequent section we shall use ' cohesive forces ', ' cohesion ' or ' breaking strength ' interchangeably.
We can imagine friction to be modelled by roughness on the interface (Fig. l(c) ). The shear stresses in the fractured region have been large enough to allow the sawteeth to be relatively free from one another; in the unfractured region, the sawteeth are firmly enmeshed. In the fractured region, because of stresses tending to close the crack, the sawteeth tend to bounce off one another while the surfaces are in relative motion; this is the model analogue of dynamical friction. In a transition zone, the teeth are able to slide a little over one another but the surfaces are not completely free. Thus in the fractured region, i). small or zero force per unit length is needed for relative motion across the interface; in the unfractured region a relatively large force per unit length is required. The force and stress distributions are, once again, as shown in Fig. l(b) . There is an analogy with the cohesive forces in the crystalline case ( Fig. l(a) ).
It can be shown that the rate at which energy is absorbed at the crack tip is y = 3gUz. This quantity also has singular properties: in the discrete case this quantity is zero, by guest on January 21, 2016 http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from but in the limit as the particle spacing a -+ 0, this becomes finite in view of the singular nature of the concentrated force g at the edge. The quantity y must represent a loss of energy in terms not accountable by mechanical effects; we propose that this represents thermal vibrations outside the low-frequency spectrum of the seismic signal, which are set up as the bonds of static friction are broken. Thus the static friction has a strong similarity to the cohesive forces arising in the tearing of fresh crystalline matter. We cannot be more specific than this; if we were able to specify precisely the atomic nature of the rupture of a crack in the presence of static friction, we could both specify the parameter p and indicate the mode of dissipation of the energy at the tip of the crack. As we have indicated above, we believe it is unlikely that p is either zero or one and hence it is unlikely that g is zero. To state this another way, we cannot conceive of static friction without the presence of cohesive forces.
The rapture problem
We seek solutions to the one-dimensional unilateral rupture problem (2.2) subject to the conditions (3.12) and (3.13). The relation giving the position of the crack tip, x = f ( t ) , is determined by finding solutions to The solution (4.4, 4 . 5 ) has several properties: the maximum speed of rupture is the velocity of sound c; this occurs when cohesion is absent a = 0. For values of OL = dg/dx which are greater than fl2, rupture does not take place. The particle velocity increases with increasing distance from the point of initiation of the crack; once a particle starts to move, it continues to move with constant velocity as long as the conditions of constancy off and dgldx are preserved.
A somewhat wider Glass of solutions may be found having the general form U(X, t ) = +x{at+bt2--h(x)). 
These solutions admit a variable rupture velocity &t) and a variable particle velocity as well. Equations (4.8) and ( 4 . 9 ) require that the functions g(x) and f ( x ) have some relationship to each other, through h(x) as a parametric representation. We do not propose to pursue the matter of more general solutions further in this paper.
The healing problem
We have considered the solution given in equations ( 4 . 4 ) and ( 4 . 5 ) corresponding to constant stress drop f ( x ) and linearly increasing breaking strength g(x) = a x ; the result obtained was that of a constant rupture velocity for a .c f / 2 . If tearing is interrupted by an unbreakable barrier at x = L , t = to, how does this system heal, i.e. come to rest because of the condition g(L) = oo? In the discrete case, one can easily envision that the particles pile up one against each other at the right side of the fault; each, in turn comes to rest and is again frozen by static friction which we suppose acts whenever a particle comes instantaneously to rest. Similarly in the continuous case, a particle ceases to move when its velocity Ut drops to zero. The sequence of successive stopping is initiqed at the barrier and proceeds leftward at a velocity equal to the velocity of sound. The configuration at the time the barrier is encountered is U(x, to) =fx(uto-x)/2p, vto = L. ( 5 . 1 ) The healing wave arrives at x < L at time t = to+(L-x)/c; at that time, U(x, t ) is frozen at the value
(5 * 2) An alternative description of the extinction process is to imagine that the barrier at x = L is a source of leftward travelling waves which serve to constrain the particle at x = L to zero velocity for all time. Since the velocity in the forward travelling wave is fLv/2p at this point, a wave of particle velocity -f L v / 2 p travelling in the (-x)-direction is excited. This wave should satisfy the homogeneous wave equation with wave velocity c. However such a backward travelling wave of constant amplitude of particle velocity would cause each point x < L to acquire a negative particle velocity. Instead, each particle comes to rest at the time of arrival of the backward travelling wave, without reversal of sign. (The dynamical friction acts in a direction opposed to the particle motion; we assume that the dynamical friction is large enough in absolute value to preclude the possibility of backswing.) This process is evidently non-linear. Thus although the process of tearing is described by a dynamical condition, which involves a linear equation ( 4 . 1 ) subject to an edge condition on a moving boundary (4.3) (and hence produces a non-linear dynamical condition), the process of healing is described by a linear kinematic condition which has a non-linear effect on the dynamics.
As described above, the stress on the linear chain is given by the quantity pUzz; this term is not a stress gradient. During rupture, the stress drop on this type of fault is simplyf; this can be obtained by operating with pUzz on (4.4). We can understand this result from the following argument; since the particle velocities are constant, there can be no force on the particles. Thus the force driving the motion must be equal and opposite to the dynamical friction which opposes the motion. Hence the force on each particle has dropped from the tectonic force to the dynamical friction; this is the classical stress drop. We note however that the constancy of particle velocity is special to this model. After the shock is over, the stress drop must be given by pUZz operating on (5.2). This result is f (1.3.
(5.3)
Thus, the final state of stress is uniform; the final stress drop is between 1 and 2 times the stress drop f, which is the difference between the tectonic and the dynamical frictional stress. The overshoot is not negligible, and the final stress on the fault will depend strongly on the mode of healing.
Suppose, instead of encountering an unbreakable barrier, the crack tip encounters free space, that is, thk' earthquake ' starts below the surface of the Earth and ruptures until it reaches the free surface. We continue to assume that the cohesion increases with distance from the point of initial tearing; thus the maximum cohesion is at the free surface. In this case, a wave with velocity c starts at the free surface at time t = to, x = L = ut0, and travels back to the beginning of the fault at x = 0. This backward travelling wave increases the amplitude of the particle motion over and above that due to the initial tearing. Healing then commences from the origin, which is a point of infinite strength, and progresses to the end of the fault at x = L. The healing wave thus arrives at x at time t = to+(L+x)/c. To calculate the history of this event, we note that the boundary conditions in this case are and, since U is continuous at the reflected wave front,
Since the wave reflected from the free end, x = L , must satisfy the homogeneous wave equation, i.e. it is of the form F(x +ct), we find that the complete solution is ] H(7) ( :
The final phase of the healing process, namely that which arrives as a reflection from the barrier at x = 0, arrives at a point on the fault, at the time
From (5.4) the velocity field in general is
and in particular, at the time of arrival of the final healing pulse it is
Since this quantity decreases with increasing x , the reflection from the point x = 0 is sufficiently large to drive the point x to the condition of zero velocity and beyond; by the argument of the first case considered above, the system freezes with the displacement condition given by equation (5.4) at the time.
The final displacement is L. hopoff, J. 0. Mouton and R. Burridge
The stress drop in this case is f(l+v/c). Thus the stress drop in the case in which the fault breaks the surface is the same as that for the case in which the fault collides with an unbreakable barrier. In either case the stress drop is greater than the classical stress drop6
The energy released in the two cases is also of interest. Unfortunately we cannot make as strong a statement as we would like concerning the potential energy released by the shocks. This is because the change in potential energy depends on the state of prestress of the system. In point of fact, for the model described in Section 2, the quantity T is the sum of the prestress P on the fault and the tectonic stress S obtained from external sources : T = P + S . namely that the difference between the potential energies of deformation before and after faulting, plus the work done by the tectonic forces in translation of the system a distance AU be equal to the frictional heat developed, where the latter quantity is the product of the dynamical friction and the displacement of each particle. Since we do not know the partition of T among the terms P and S in (5.8) we cannot solve for A(PE) = (PE)bef"re-(PE)after. However, we see that, for the same partition of T into its P and S constituents, and for constant D, P and S along the fault the change in potential energy will be proportional to the mean displacement on the fault. Thus AU becomes a measure of the energy released. The result is A(PE) = fc o ( l +u/c).
(5.10) 1% for the first model, in which healing takes place due to an encounter with an unbreakable obstacle. In the second model, in which healing takes place due to an encounter with a free surface, and later with the unbreakable origin, the potential energy released is A(PE) = fL3 4 7 +u/c).
(5.11)
12P
In both cases the quantity a is a constant stress given by u = lim (Dn-Sn)/a.
Thus the event which breaks the surface releases considerably more potential energy than the event which does not, even though the two events have the same stress drop.
In Fig. 4 , we show the signal to be expected at a velocity detector located at a great distance from a fault of length L and tearing with velocity 4 2 . The detector is broadside to the linear extent of the fault. Healing takes place due to an unbreakable barrier at 3L/4 and L from the origin of the fault; the origin of time for these latter motions has been shifted to allow the onset of rupture to coincide with the arrival of the signal at the distant recorder.
In Fig. 5 , the same calculation as the preceding is carried out, except that the fault heals after breaking the surface, according to the mechanism leading to the result of equation (5.4). The scale of Figs 4 and 5 is the same; thus it is readily seen that the net motion due to the second type of mechanism of healing is much greater than that due to the first, for the same length of fault. As might have been expected, the early history of the pulses of Figs 4 and 5 for the first L/u units of time, is the same, since the tearing part of the process of faulting is the same in both cases. The duration of the impulse in the case of Fig. 5 is greater than that of the case of Fig. 4 Dynamics of a one-dimensional fault by the amount L/c; hence we expect more long period spectral energy in the radiation spectrum from the source which breaks the surface than for the buried source.
In Fig. 6 the calculation of Fig. 5 is repeated except that the seismograph is located at great distance from the fault, along the extension of the fault in a direction opposite to that of the initial tearing pulse. Figs 5 and 6 show that there is a considerable azimuthal dependence of the radiation pattern. In the case of Fig. 6 , a sharp wave front is apparent at the time 3L/2v after the arrival. This is due to a favourable interference of waves, corresponding to the Doppler effects that one might expect to arise. 
0

Summary and discussion
We have formulated a fracture criterion for the one-dimensional crack in which the cohesion and the stress drop are both pre-eminent factors controlling the rupture speed. This conclusion is in contrast with the implications of the result obtained by Burridge & Halliday, namely, that the static friction has no quantitative effect on rupture speed.
Our model has assumed that the quantity B(x) is not a function of time or of stress rate. This has been a matter of mathematical convenience for the purpose of the illustrations. We have shown that there are non-negligible stresses radiated in advance of a moving crack tip, without the nuisance of finite displacements, which only complicate the dynamical picture. The fact that stresses can be propagated in advance of the crack tip while keeping U = 0 in this region, is readily understood if one recalls that U is the jump in the displacement across the fault and not the displacement itself. This idealized version of the breaking strength can be modified in more general models with no more than a subtle change in interpretation of the edge condition, equation (3.12). In the present example, the quantity is a dynamical quantity, evaluated just behind the advancing crack tip, at x = t(t)-. The same quantity, in the present model, vanishes at x = ((t)+, just ahead of the tear. In a more general case, the left-hand side of equation (3.12) will be the same as before; only the value of expression (5.1) for x = ((t)+ will not be zero. We may also interpret (3.12) by stating that g(((t)) is part of the total stress just ahead of the crack tip, so that the edge condition is
[stress] +([particle momentum] = 0.
(5.13)
The velocity of tearing of a one-dimensional fault in the presence of friction depends on both the classical stress drop and the cohesion. The extension of a fault can stop either because the classical stress drop becomes negative or because the cohesion becomes too great, or as we presume, due to a combination of both causes. If the fault stops because of reversal of sign of the classical stress drop, Burridge & Halliday have shown that the fault actually extends itself well into the region of negative stress drop before stopping.
Some special cases have also been considered. If the cohesion has a constant gradient, then the fault will extend itself indefinitely at a constant velocity of tearing, which is less than the velocity of sound. If this type of fault stops because it runs into an unbreakable barrier, the energy released is less and the average displacement is less than on a fault of the same length which stops because it intersects the free surface. The duration of the latter event is the greater of the two. The stress drop in both cases is the same and is greater than the classical stress drop$
